Founded in 1993

Mission

DPolivka Studio is a handmade furniture workshop with a regional, sustainable
concentration. Our work is based on the highest craft, local materials and
simple functional designs. We strive to create objects with enduring beauty
and useful functionality.
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The Flint Hills Collection
Müle Line
Inspired by Dutch designer Jacob Müller, The Müle Line has contemporary
proportions and a Midwest sensibility. Using honest, locally sourced materials,
quality joinery and craftsmanship deeply rooted in tradition; these pieces are
heirloom quality and ideal for the home or office.
• Furniture: Side table, desk, dining table, chair, bench, rocking chair.
• Case work: book case, gentleman’s bar, low/ tall credenza
Block and Slab Line
Stripping furniture down to its core components of material and structure, The
Block and Slab line draws its inspiration from primitive methods of construction
that have endured over the course of millennia. The furnishings are made of
reclaimed or responsibly harvested timbers, as well as high quality veneers, and
have been engineered until a sleek simplicity is rendered in the final product.
• Furniture: cantilever chair, dining table, dining bench,
• Case Work: book case, credenzas,
Crossroads Line
Designed and proportioned with functionality and everyday life in mind for
comfortable use; the subtle, exquisite detail layered over that process make
The Crossroads Line anything but commonplace.
• Furniture: Chairs, dining table, side tables.
• Case Work: Low and medium height credenza, bookcase, gentleman’s bar
Solid woods and veneers available: Ash, hickory, oak, walnut, torrefied ash and
poplar (solid wood only.)
Select specialty woods will be available in limited edition runs. (Including, but
not limited to spalted maple, hackberry, mahogany, and specialty veneers.)
Finishes: Oil/wax, Waterborne crystal clear varnish, solvent based catalyzed
varnish, solvent based lacquers.
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Müle - Kitchen Table

Inspired by the Swiss designer, Jakob Müller, The Müle table is elegant and
sleek. The double splayed tapered legs are tenoned into a solid base onto
which the table top is attached. The bread board ends and wood grain hint at a
traditional past, while the clean lines and form give it a contemporary aesthetic.
An oil and wax finish creates a timeless look that will patina with age.
Dimensions: H: 34.5” W: 16” D: 18”
Materials: Ash, torrefied ash, hickory, oak and Wathena Walnut (pictured)
Finish: Oil and wax (pictured)
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Müle - Simple Chair

Inspired by the Swiss designer, Jakob Müller, The Müle chair is light-weight and
sleek. The through tenon joint the the chair back to the seat creates a seamless
connection and the solid walnut offers strength with a slight spring. An oil and
wax finish creates a timeless look that will patina with age.
Dimensions: H: 34.5” W: 16” D: 18”
Materials: Ash, torrefied ash, hickory, oak, and Wathena walnut (pictured)
Finish: Oil and wax (pictured)
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Müle - Dining / Conference Table

The Müle Conference/ Dining Table blends hand made craftsmanship with a
clean, contemporary aesthetic that is at once elegant and timeless. Constructed
from hardwoods, the form exudes a Midwest sensibility rooted in tradition and
integrity.
Dimensions: Available upon request.
Materials: Ash, oak, hickory, walnut, and torrefied ash. Pictured in white oak.
Finish: Oil and wax or Waterborne varnish.
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Müle - Desk

The Müle Desk has double splayed square legs and tenoned into the cross
frame. The drawer and case are integral to the top, as it is mitered together and
forms clean looking ‘waterfalls.’ The other end of the desk has a cantilever to
allow space for a file drawer underneath or additional seating.
The simplicity of the design, paired with a clear finish and traditional joinery
make this piece an instant classic.
Dimensions: H: 29.5” D: 22” L: 57”
Materials: Ash, hickory, oak and walnut. Shown in ash.
Finish: Waterborne varnish
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Müle - Tall Book Case

This book case from the Müle Line is proportioned so that it would be an ideal
solution to those tough interior design problems where space is at a premium
and style and functionality are key. A crystal clear finish over oak reintroduces it
as a viable option for a contemporary setting with an ultra smooth surface and
raw appearance. This oak veneered case is secured atop a solid wood Müle
base for additional support.
Dimensions: H: 72” W: 14” L: 20”
Materials: Oak veneer and solids. Also available in Walnut, hickory and specialty veneers.
Finish: Waterborne varnish.
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Müle - Simple Rocker

A contemporary take on an American innovation, the rocking chair. Clean
lines, and casual geometry, designed by DPolivka, make this chair ideal for the
office or home. The solid hickory and traditional joinery ensures its place as an
heirloom quality piece.
Dimensions: H: 43.5” W: 22.5” L: 35.5” Seat height: 15.5”
Materials: Ash, oak, hickory, walnut or torrefied ash. Pictured in hickory.
Finish: Oil and wax or varnish.
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Crossroads - Kirei Coffee Table

The Crossroads coffee table is simple, functional and visually dynamic. The
splayed, tapered walnut legs support the Kirei Board top. Kirei is made from
sorghum straw and is a very sustainable and interesting alternative to traditional
plywood. Visit their site for specs at www.kireiusa.com.
Dimensions: H: 18.5” W: 32.75” L: 32.75”
Materials: Wathena walnut and Kirei board.
Finish: Lacquer
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Crossroads - Bar Stool

Constructed with midwest hardwoods, employing traditional joinery, and
designed with elegant proportions makes the Crossroads Bar Stool ideal for
any setting.
Dimensions: H: 45.25” W: 18” D: 18” Seat height: 32”
Materials: Ash, oak, hickory, walnut or torrefied ash. Pictured in walnut and leather seat.
Finish: Oil and wax or varnish.
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Crossroads - Low Console

The low console is ideal for media storage in a living space or private office. The
middle compatment has an optional sliding or hinged door.
Dimensions: H: 19.5” D: 17” L: 72”
Materials: Ash, hickory, oak, walnut solids and veneer. Pictured in solid walnut.
Finish: Lacquer.
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Crossroads - Credenza

Medium height credenza with three door faced compartments, each with one
removeable shelf. It is proportioned to fit well in a dining room or in a living
space as a media console.
Dimensions: H: 28.5” D: 16” L: 60”
Materials: Ash, hickory, oak, walnut solids and veneers. Pictured in limited release Koa.
Finish: Lacquer.
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Block and Slab - Conference and Dining Tables

Stripping furniture down to its core components of material and structure, The
Block and Slab line draws its inspiration from primitive methods of construction
that have endured over the course of millennia. The furnishings are made of
reclaimed or responsibly harvested timbers and have been engineered until a
sleek simplicity is rendered.
Dimensions: Available upon request.
Materials: Ash, oak, hickory, walnut, and pine solids as well as specialty veneers.
Finish: Oil and wax or varnish.
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